Anatomy of an OBI Dashboard

Multiple tabs indicate that there are multiple Dashboard pages with related data sliced a different way. Click on a different tab to view that Dashboard.

Some Dashboards will have a View Selector located at the top of the page. Based on the view selected, the data will be displayed accordingly.

Page Options icon provides options for printing, exporting, and creating, modifying or applying Customizations.

Prompts are used to filter the data that displays in the Dashboard. Depending upon the Dashboard selected, the Prompts for the specific Dashboard may be located to the left or above the Dashboard data.

To generate a Dashboard, enter the applicable Prompt values then click the Apply button.

Use the Sign Out link to sign out of OBI.

Displays the Export Options for this Dashboard.

Indicates the HUID of the user who ran the Dashboard.

Indicates the Date and Time Stamp for when the Dashboard was run.

Opens a Wiki Page that provides an overview of the specific Dashboard.